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Photos not available for this variation. Grumpdaddy1 answered 2 years ago. Fuse is in the main
power distribution box next to the battery. You want to check fuse 35 see pic and then check the
relay position It's the upper right-most relay. Swap it with another one, except the one for the

PCM which is relay 57 bottom row, middle. Justin answered 2 years ago. GuruBXF1L answered
2 years ago. I have also noticed that the outside temperature display, on the dash, does not
work and the heated seats have quit working. Is th Having an issue with my blower motor. I
check for power at motor and nothing. All fuses good and swapped relays still nothing. I read a
forum suggested jumping pin 30 and 87 and it worked. I check I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Blower motor is not working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Fusion question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Fusion Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Guy
answered 5 years ago. You may have to remove the cover under the glove box to get to it, try
wiggling the 2 wire connector to the blower motor. Its connector is prone to loosing contact
when the blower motor is going out. KenF answered 5 years ago. Relay is in the Power
Distribution Box under the hood , location 52, Fuse location 35, 40amp. Winegirl answered 4
years ago. Well thank you very much for your info. I thought blower was gone but yep just those
2 wires loose. Thomas answered 3 years ago. DunnoVMR6L answered 2 years ago. See repeat
problems explained here In turn, not only does the resistor burn up, but the connector becomes
damaged in the process. Seahorsessn answered 2 years ago. Jay answered 2 years ago. Tried
connector as suggested - nothing. Working now, we'all see for how long. I think I'll need to
replace fan eventually. Good thing is that it looks fairly easy to get at, exposed under glove box.
GuruLT3LD answered about a year ago. I have a Ford fusion there's no power coming out of the
wire going to the blower motor in the fuses are still good what could be the problem any help
would be fantastic. Guru29FPC answered about a year ago. This continues all the time. Is it
blower motor or the card? Blower motor in my fusion quit. When I plug the connect Checked
blower resistor and blower no power to them. Checked blower when it has power it runs. Still no
blower operation. Any input would be greatly apprecia My ac and heat r not working blower
motor appears not to b working, fuses r all good where mite i find wire connections. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Heater blower motor won't run. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford
Fusion question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Ford Fusion Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. We wish they hadn't. Throttle body issues have led to a ton of reports
about a sudden deceleration and loss of power while driving. Throttle and steering failure? Then
after a little while, it starts to blow hot air again. No change in fan speed, just change in
temperature of the air. Very frustrating and miserable as Louisiana is extremely hot in the
summer. Mechanic said it is not the compressor. Haven't tried the DIY attempts yet. Filter and
other parts were replaced as well as Freon added two months ago. Worked fine for awhile but
then started doing same thing again. Any advice would be very helpful. Replacing the
evaporator sensor in the Ford Fusion requires removing the dash. Turns out the freon had
leaked out due to a leak in the system. Luckily this was fixed for free by the same repair shop
that had fixed it a year prior. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Fusion problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. We offer this
definitive guide to Ford Fusion blower motor problems, because we see three separate issues
develop in this one system. The Ford Fusion is one of those automobiles that start to become
troublesome as it ages. A perfect subject vehicle for the fix my old ride. The good news is that
there really isn't much diagnosis involved when parts start to fail on this old ride. A good
example of this is the broken door handle issues on the Fusion. If you own this car long
enough, you're going to have to replace the inside door handle. When Ford Fusion owners have
problems with the blower motor the symptoms fall into different categories, but can often point
to the same parts. One of the most common issues remains when you're unable to control the
blower motor fan speed. Although we often see a failed blower motor resistor as the root cause
of the problem, other issues exist that can cause repeat failures. We'll get into that below in the
blower resistor section. In addition, the bearings are known to fail on the blower motor and the

results could drive you crazy. A clicking or chirping sound heard from the aging blower motor
as it runs at different speeds becomes common. When it comes to the replacement of a Ford
Fusion blower motor you have to make sure you get the right parts. They used two different
blower motor part numbers throughout the - models. We'll get into that issue in the blower
motor section. The most common complaint from drivers with a failed Ford Fusion blower
motor resistor is the speed will not adjust from the high setting. In this situation you either get
maximum blower or none at all. This touches on an issue that we haven't discussed yet and this
is the electrical connector that plugs into the blower motor resistor pack. We'll get into that in
the next section. However, as I mentioned in the opening the issue really doesn't require a lot of
diagnosis. If you're blower motor only works on high you should head straight for the blower
resistor module. They locate this part inside the heater case. You access it from the passenger
side of the vehicle under the glove box. When you stuff your head in the foot well area of the
passenger side, you look up and you see the blower motor. The blower resistor assembly is
directly to the left of that. It's only held in by a single 7 mm screw. After you remove the screw
there are two plastic tabs holding the plastic base of the resistor module into the heater case.
You push up on the tabs and wiggle the resistor loose from the clips. In the next section we're
going to talk about Ford Fusion blower motor problems that stem from electrical issues. The
question is why the resistor module went bad and we'll answer that question. But first let's hit
on the parts themselves for a minute. I called the Ford dealer up and priced a replacement
Motorcraft blower resistor module. When I went on the Internet I could see that you could get
these parts for about half the price. This is a good idea, because you may experience repeated
failure of the blower motor resistor assembly. Many different car makers are having problems
with their blower motor speed control. As an example, Chevrolet products have failed blower
resistors as well. The difference is the Chevrolet part fails because it's no good. In the case of
the Ford Fusion blower motor problems, the resistor often fails for other reasons. In fact, we
find the root cause of the failure remains the blower motor starts pulling too much amperage
through the resistor assembly. In turn, not only does the resistor burn up, but the connector
becomes damaged in the process. We're talking about the flat plastic connector that plugs into
the resistor assembly. The wire harness repair kit isn't color coded, so snip off one wire at a
time when replacing the damaged harness. If you just replace the resistor and reuse the
damaged connector the repairs won't last long. In addition, if you replace the flat electrical
connector and don't address the root cause by replacing the blower motor assembly you can
also have repeat failure. After fielding many questions about the issue we have one other thing
to talk about. They protect the blower motor circuit with a 40 amp Maxi fuse. This fuse is located
in the under hood convenience center. They locate the fuse center in the engine compartment
on the driver side over the driver side tire. If you remove the cover the 40 amp Maxi fuse is a
green fuse in the number four position from the top left. Many people perform the repairs and
find this fuse blown. Learn more about Ford electrical problems. However, this noise indicates
that the bearings are starting to fail. When this happens the motor starts working harder to
maintain speed. This in turn pulls more power through the entire circuit. And it's this condition
that causes the blower resistor to fail. If you let the blower motor problem go long enough, it
melts the connector that attaches to the fan speed module. The thing to consider about buying
replacement parts is the two different part numbers used on the Ford Fusion models from
through They used one part number for the first three years and a second one for the next three
years. Here's a little more information about these different parts. They used the Motorcraft MM
blower motor on Fusions from - In they switched the motor over to an updated design that really
doesn't provide better service. They used the MM on the newer models. Although these
replacement blower motors probably won't last much longer than the original ones it should be
the last time you'll have to replace it. I wouldn't expect to get more than 15 years or , miles out
of a standard Ford Fusion. As far as replacing the blower motor the repair is very basic and
takes little time. With that said, you don't want to strip the screws or break the case that the
three retaining bolts thread into. My advice is to push up on the blower motor as you remove
the last screw. Also, you want to make sure you don't strip the screws out when you reinstall
them. To avoid this we recommend using a nut driver instead of a ratchet. Hand tight is good
enough. When you go over to Amazon to purchase any individual blower motor parts for the
Ford Fusion they recommend the other two mentioned in this article. In many cases this
becomes a tactic used to increase sales on behalf of the giant retailer. However, in this case,
replacing all three components simultaneously remains the best way to avoid repeating failures
of the blower motor issues mentioned in this article. I see a lot of people just replacing the
resistor. Then the system begins to operate normally for a short time. Unfortunately, this is
short-lived and it provides intermittent operation again. We can thank the intermittent contact
on the electrical connector mentioned above. Unfortunately, if you just replace the blower

resistor you're not actually addressing the root cause of the problem. Here's a video from a
gentleman that makes a good case for replacing all three parts. No one likes to dump a large
amount of money into an inexpensive automobile with a low book value. However, it might be
time to cut your losses and just go ahead and replace the electrical connector, the blower
resistor and the blower motor at the same time. This provides the most reliable heater and air
conditioning service going forward. Sidebar: If you own an F, Ford Escape or Expedition we put
a page together to solve your interior fan speed control problems. See why the resistor module
fails in such high numbers on Ford trucks. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying
purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay. However, the pages from This
Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common Chevrolet brake switch problems cause
issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light comes on but the system will not set or
hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced engine power warning message. The
possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure of the TPS and throttle actuator
assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k miles. An important list for those
with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history. Read More. Ford Fusion Blower
Resistor Connector. Recent Articles. And the price was in the best interest of my wallet I will
shop with them in the future. The part came in a timely manner in working order and was very
easy to install. Would recommend ordering from parts geek. Skip to main content Menu. Close
X. Call To Order: Air Flap Actuator. Air Inlet Door Actuator. Blower Motor Resistor. Cabin Air
Temperature Sensor. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Drier Desiccant Element. Heater
Core. Heater Hose. R12 Refrigerant Oil. Seat Filter. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement
Blower Motor - Front. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Blower
Motor. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific
application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. Motorcraft Blower Motor.
Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Motorcraft Blower Motor Front.
2011 ford f250 parts diagram
2010 dodge charger tail lights
2007 volkswagen beetle owners manual
Features: Same parts that came on the vehicle from the factory. Permanently lubricated
bearings for long life and quiet operation. Quietly and efficiently moves air needed for heat,
ventilation and air conditioning. Application specific for easy installation. EMC testing ensures
compatibility with other vehicle electrical systems. TYC Blower Motor. GPD Blower Motor. It
aids in heat transfer and cools the interior of the vehicle. Most gpd blower motors come as a
motor and wheel assembly. VDO Blower Motor. Features: OE quality Quiet operation and
dependable performance Dual Bearing design technology Vibration free operation Precision
assembled and balanced with all new components Tested to OEM specifications. UAC Blower
Motor. Four Seasons Blower Motor. ToughOne Blower Motor. Four Seasons November 1st,
Posted by George. TYC May 11th, Posted by Jeffrey Coan. Catalog: E. Vehicle Ford Fusion.
Catalog: S. Vehicle Engine Ford Fusion. Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog:
N.

